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Another less than impressive entry in the Secret Files series. At least they replaced the annoying voice actors, but otherwise the
game felt way too run-of-the-mill and rushed. The story doesn't make much sense, skips exposition when it wants to and ends
very suddenly. Yes, we finally get at least some kind of answers, but at least I thought those answers were pretty dumb. It's a
better game than the suckadelic Part Two, but still a good measure below average.. Why ? What's the point ? Spamming that's
what.

Pros
- nice engine graphics
- the voice acting is good

Cons
- spam
- keyboard and mouse support not working
- not a game, maybe a demo even that is a stretch

2/10 rating.

A cutscene in a game has more than this.
Nobody can stop people downloading Unreal Engine 4
making a quick demo then calling it a game and spamming
Steam with these contents, millions of them, and i supposed
to find the good ones in that pile, seriously, even if it is free,
a good video online but not in here, we have enough bad
content already, this should be in a category of game tech
demos or something not when i search for games.
. Purile and childish humour, toilet and knob jokes aplenty.

10/10. I tried liking it but made a big mistake and bought this as nostalgia got the better of me, i used to love fighting fantasy so
much. But this. It sucks. Especially the end of part 2 telling me i made the wrong choice band the next part having the same
problem you need to make the right choice. The way forward becomes impossible. It sucks hard. There is no backtracking
which makes sense, just the rewind function, which if you wanted to cheat in the original books you'd just remember page
numbers. It sucks did I say that, this is a grind it feels like shooting pigeons in GTA4. Since i never remembered the sorcery
series from when i was young i just checked, it's the based on The Shamutanti Hills for part one, and that was not a good FF
book. I remember it staying pristine at my local library. Forest of Doom, City of Thieves, Death Trap Dungeon, Caverns of the
Snow Witch those were the shizz, great adventures. Freeway Fighter, I'll even mention that,but mad max beyond thunderdome
helped sell that. I got the books out of a box and had a better time.. bery gud in deed
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I was addicted to the original, but this is of course much better. Nice to scratch the itch I had for over 30 years. I like the classic
character graphics option. I'm played with xbox controller, I think this would be awkward with the keyboard, but keyboard die-
hards probably won't mind. The campaign mode is a nice touch..
░░░░░░░░░░░█░░█░░░░░░░░
░░░░░░░░░░░█░░█░░░░░░░░
░░░░░░░░░░█░░░█░░░░░░░░
░░░░░░░░░█░░░░█░░░░░░░░
███████▄▄█░░░░░██████▄░
▓▓▓▓▓▓█░░░░░░░░░░░░░░█░
▓▓▓▓▓▓█░░░░░░░░░░░░░░█░
▓▓▓▓▓▓█░░░░░░░░░░░░░░█░
▓▓▓▓▓▓█░░░░░░░░░░░░░░█░
▓▓▓▓▓▓█░░░░░░░░░░░░░░█░
▓▓▓▓▓▓█████░░░░░░░░░█░░
██████▀░░░░▀▀██████▀░░░. Played on Windows 10. Apart from shaky movement (framerate/mouse?) and
long loading time it's a good game in it's price range. The notes are well placed to engage the player in the story and altough
simple, I found the crucifix and piano puzzles were good looking and fitted well in the creepy atmosphere.. This is a decent
hidden object \/ point and click adventure game. You are part of a team of investigators tasked with following up strange reports
from the Village of Kisilova. You get to do all the heavy lifting whilst your supervisor sits back and only makes the occasional
suggestion about what action to take.

I liked the premise of the story.

The artwork for the game is nicely drawn, but a bit drab.

There is a map that helps if you are not sure where you can progress the story.

The hidden object puzzles are good - I did not run into any bad clues.

The mini-games are quite good. Some are a bit challenging.

The voice acting is mediocre. When characters speak to you, an avatar is shown with eyes that blink, but the lips do not
move which is a bit disconcerting. I expect that approach is used because it would be hard to get the lip motion correct
for the various supported languages.

The cut scenes are animated cartoons but they look good.

This game has Steam achievements and it is realistic to gather them all.I give this game 7 out of 10. At first I thought
this game was a bit weak, but the more I played it, the more it grew on me. If you like hidden object games, I think you
will find this one acceptable. It is worth picking up on sale.. It's basically an Incremental/RTS/RPG hybrid game.

Things I always liked:

- Lots of skills to train, which feed into main stats, which then provide bonuses for a bunch of different skills
- Characters save their stats, even when the game crashes
- You can have multiple characters and use them all at the same time in custom games
- You can set simplified AI for your characters so you can idle while the game is running

Things I disliked before but now like due to changes:

- Crafting skills no longer just speed up crafting, and you can now upgrade equipment to give way more stats if your skill
is high enough
- The higher campaign difficulties used to be awful because the AI was trash and you were left alone most of the time to
deal with the hordes with trash equipment that limited how much your stats helped you. Now you can take everything
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with you to the next map, so you can max out your resources and upgrade a bunch of equipment to make yourself strong
and all your comrades suck less when you move on.

Things I dislike:

- The game freezes and needs closing if you spend too much time off the default of 24 FPS
- The game cannot seem to handle too many things moving on the map, as having oodles of projectiles and units winds
up lagging how fast they all get updated and redrawn
- Main stats don't help you upgrade equipment, unless you put yourself in auto mode and let the AI upgrade your
equipment for you. This seems like a bug.

Minor nitpicks:

- The character art is not good, but I'm not too bothered by it
- Some equipment doesn't benefit from upgrades as they give a flat buff that isn't based on any of your stats

Things I think I'd like but haven't bothered with:

- Mod support to add in things like new Ages, Items, etc.

In summary:

I like the game, a lot. It's got some ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t that bothers me, but the gameplay really clicks with me in most
respects.

About a 4.2/5 game for me.. At this point I have only sunk about 3 hours into this game, but it is the perfect pick up and
play mouse-clicker. Love it!. Great Game, Seriously. Easy to learn hard to Master. Nice, deep strategic indie game!!
Just need you for play! Join! Fight! and die for TRY :D. Addictive!!! That would be the verdict if I tried to sum this
game up in one word. Very easy to pick up and quite challenging to master, this game prooves to be one of those "just-
one-more-time" games!!!. I really really like this game
it is really good and if you look past the mistakes it is a beautiful story of a really rad man named mark. I like this game
a lot and you should too. it is pretty funny and i had fun with it to be honest
(i actually do like this game(a lot)). I like the route between swansea and bristol and it is a very good route and is a very
nice route and
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